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ABSTRACT: We have to make sure actual presence of a real legal feature in response to a fake reconstructed sample which is important problem in biometric authentication, which can be resolved with the development of new, efficient and effective protection measures. In this process we apply a software detection method which is a fake which can be used in multiple biometric systems which help in detecting different types of fake access attempt. The main aim and objective of this system is that the biometric recognition security must be enhanced by improving liveness assessment in a fast, which must be user friendly, which are not interfering and disturbing with the help of image quality assessment. The present approach has a very low complexity, which makes it suitable for real-time applications, using different sample of image quality features extracted from one image which is used to compare the difference between real and fake samples. The result which is obtained from general public sample datasets of iris, fingerprint and face, show that present method is competitive as compared with other state-of-the-art approach and the study of the general image quality of real biometric samples expose valuable information which help to make a difference between real and fake traits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometrics technology is used to security problems, recognizes persons in a fast and reliable performance through the use of unique biological characteristics. The human characteristic which is used as a biometric characteristic are universal, distinctiveness, performance acceptability, collectability and permanence. Many unimodal biometrics systems has an inability to tolerate deformed data because of presence of noise, deformed data from the sensor device, unevenness of an individual’s physical appearance and sample over time and distorted signal from environmental noise. Multimodal biometric is able to solve several of these limitations by combining information from multiple biometric sources. The computational demands, processing time and storage requirements of a multimodal biometric system are good as compare with unimodal system. In recent years the interest is in the evaluation of biometric systems security which has led to the creation of several and very diverse initiatives which allow to focused on this major field of research: As many research works which has been publish led to disclose and evaluate different biometric vulnerabilities [2], [3], the proposal of new protection methods [4], [5], associated books chapters [6], the explanation of standard in the area [7], [8], the devotion of specific tracks, signal processing conferences, organization of competitions which allow to focused on on vulnerability assessment [10],[11], gaining of specific datasets [12], [13], creation in the field of laboratories has allow evaluation in the field of biometric security[14], or extinction of various European Projects along with the biometric security topic as main research interest [15], [16]. All proposals highlight the importances which involved in the development of biometrics which provides improvement of the system security which can be applied practically in use. As we consider the different threats among all are called direct attacks have motivated the biometric community to study the vulnerabilities against this type of fake actions such as the iris [2], the face [13] and the fingerprint [17] and multimodal approaches. In these attacks, the intruder uses some type of synthetically produced artifact (face mask or ris printed iris image and gummy finger) or mimic the behavior of legal user to fraud access the biometric system. In the analog domain, these type of attack are performed and is done with regular protocol along with digital protection mechanism such as encryption, watermarking which are not such effective. The aforesaid works and other analogue studies, have shown the necessity to recommend and develop specific protection methods against this threat. Researchers have focused on the specific design that measures the biometric systems to detect fake samples and reject them and create an improving the robustness and security level of the systems. In addition with other anti- spoofing approaches like use of multi biometrics or special attention has been done on the liveness detection techniques to distinguish between real and fake behavior. Challenging problem in todays liveness assessment methods have to satisfy certain demanding requirements [21]:

• user friendly, people should not be unwilling to use it;
• Fast, results must be produced in a very reduced interval because sensor cannot be interact with the user for long period of time.
• It must be low cost,
• Besides to having a good fake detection rate, the protection scheme should not degrade the false rejection of the biometric system.

Liveness detection methods are classified into one of two types:

• Hardware-based techniques, in which sensor add some specific device to detect the properties of a living trait such as blood pressure, particular reflection properties of eye and fingerprint sweat.
• Software-based techniques, in which fake feature is detected once the sample is acquired with a standard sensor because it allow to distinguish between real and fake traits which s extracted from biometric sample. These two types of methods have some advantages and drawbacks over the other and, in general, a combination of both would be produce much better performance to increase the security of biometric systems. These two types of methods have some advantages and drawbacks over the other and, in general, a combination of both would be produce much better performance to increase the security of biometric systems. The hardware based schemes usually have higher fake detection rate, whereas software based technique are less intrusive and less expensive because implementation is transparent to the user. Software-based techniques usually be embedded in the feature extractor module which help to allow to detect other type of spoofing attacks. In some case, software based method protect system which produce reconstructed or synthetic samples. A lot of work has made in the field of spoofing detection due to this attacking methodologies become more and more complicated. As a result, there are still big challenges to be faced in the detection of direct attacks. In this case it is not rare that proposed approach produce a high detecting type of spoofs but their efficiently drop when they present different type of synthetic trait.

II. PREVIOUS WORK
As biometric technology has been grown rapidly, pattern protection become vital for securing the integrity of biometric security system and stop the illegal access. One of the best solution to secure biometric identification and verification is cancellable biometric. A new technique for robust cancellable pattern algorithm which gain the benefit of multimodal biometric using feature level fusion. Templates can be cancelled by applying feature level fusion. For an iris image binary iris code is very compact representation. Iris code did not contain enough information for reconstruction of original iris it has been assumed for a long time. The present work proposes an algorithm to reconstruct iris images from binary pattern and evaluate the similarity between original image and reconstructed synthetic iris image. The performance of reconstruction technique is evaluate by approximation the probability of successfully matching of synthesized iris image against true image of database. The outcome indicate that the reconstructed image look like a real image. Result can successfully deceive a commercial matcher but a a human expert may not be easily deceived by them. In addition proposed method synthesize multiple iris images from a single iris code.

III. METHODOLOGY
Flow Chart:
The working of proposed approach which is described along with Figure 3.1as follows:

Fig-3.1 -Categories of biometric
Biometrics makes the use of biological terms that deals with data statistically. It verifies a person's uniqueness by analyzing his physical features or behaviors (e.g. face, fingerprint, voice, signature, keystroke rhythms). The systems record data from the user and compare it each time the user is claimed. A biometric system is a computer system that implements biometric recognition algorithms. A typical biometric system consists of sensing, feature extraction, and matching modules.

We can classify the biometric techniques into two classes:
• Physiological based techniques include facial analysis, fingerprint, hand geometry, retinal analysis, DNA and measure the physiological characteristics of a person.
• Behavior based techniques include signature, keystroke, voice, smell, sweat pores analysis and measure behavioral characteristics.
• Biometric recognition systems based on the above methods can work in two modes: identification mode, where the system identifies a person searching a large data base of enrolled for a match; and authentication mode where the system verifies a person's claimed identity from his earlier enrolled pattern.

Reasons for using Biometric
Using biometrics for identifying human beings offers some reward like it can be used to identify you as you. Tokens, such as smart cards, magnetic stripe cards, photo ID cards, physical keys etc can be lost, stolen, duplicated, or left at home. Passwords can be forgotten, shared, or observed. Moreover, today's fast-paced electronic world means people are asked to remember a huge number of passwords and personal identification numbers for computer accounts, bank ATMs, e-mail accounts, wireless phones, and web sites and so on. Biometrics holds the promise of fast, easy-to-use, accurate, reliable, and less exclusive authentication for a variety of applications. The biometric authentication provides the ability to require more instances of authentication in such a quick and easy manner that users are
not bothered by the additional requirements. As biometric technologies mature and come into wide-scale commercial use, dealing with multiple levels of authentication or multiple instances of authentication will become less of a burden for users.

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM

A) Fingerprint

The architecture of fingerprint based automatic identity authentication system of shown in fig. It consists of four components.

- user interface
- system database
- Enrollment module
- Authentication module.

The user interfaces provides mechanism for user and input his fingerprint into the system. The system database consists of collection of record of fingerprint that has access to the system. Each record i.e. fingerprint in the database is in a minutiae pattern on a template form. Now the fingerprint image from a system database is taken out and now minutiae extraction algorithm is first applied to fingerprint image and minutiae pattern are extracted from the captured. A quality checking algorithm is used to ensure that the record in the system database only consist of fingerprint of good, in which significant number of genuine minutiae may be detected. If the fingerprint image is of poor quality, it is enhanced to improve the clarity of ridge/valley structure and mask out all region that cannot be reliably recovered. When the fingerprint image is fed in the user interface, it extracts the feature of fingerprint. It then enhanced the fingerprint image, after that masking is done to the input image. Now the minutiae pattern is extracted from the captured fingerprint image and fed to the matching algorithm which matches it against the person minutiae pattern which is stored in system database to establish the identity.

B) IRIS

The iris images which are color images acquired from the database. So these are converted to gray level in order to save the computational cost and storage memory. Histogram Equalization was then applied to adjust the contrast of the image. The segmentation method detects the boundaries. The unique iris pattern from a digitized image of the eye is extracted and encoded into a biometric template (pattern, shape) using the image processing techniques. This can later be stored in the data base. The unique information in the iris is represented as objective mathematical representation. This is checked against templates for resemblances (similar).

When a person wishes to be authorized by an iris recognition system, their eye has to be first photographed, and a pattern is created for their iris region. The pattern is compared with the other templates in the knowledgebase. The comparison can be made till a matching pattern is found and the person is recognized, or no match is found and the person is overruled.

There are five main steps for the iris recognition process. The first step is the enrolment, where the eye image is captured. The next step is the segmentation of the iris from the other parts of the eye image. Normalization is the third step, in which the iris pattern is scaled to a constant size. Iris is represented as iris code in the fourth step. The classification phase is the final step, where a matching technique is used to find out the similarity between the two iris codes. Below depicts the schematic for an Iris recognition system.

![Schematic for Iris Recognition System](image)

**Fig. schematic for iris recognition**

c) Face Detection

Face detection is a computer technology that identifies human faces in digital images. Face detection also refers to the psychological process by which humans locate and attend to faces in a visual scene. Face images can be captured from a distance without touching the person being identified, and the identification does not require interacting with the person. Now the face image which is captured is taken into particular size of pixel which is of same size as that of database image pixel size. In this process we compare selected facial features from the image and a facial database. Face detection find the locations and sizes of all objects in an image. Firstly, the possible human eye regions are detected by testing all the valley regions in the gray-level image. Then the eyebrows, the iris, the nostril and the mouth corners are also detected step by step. The fitness value of each candidate is measured based on its projection on the eigen faces. After a number of iterations, all the face candidates with a high fitness value are selected for further verification.
We identify facial features by extracting landmarks, or features, from an image of the subject’s face by analyzing the relative position, size, and/or shape of the eyes, nose, cheekbones, and jaw. These features are then used to search for other images with matching features. Image which is present in the database has been extracted and this extracted trained image is now compared with the input test image considering various parameters such as the outline of the eye sockets, nose, and chin. After the processing is done we will find that whether the test image and trained image are same or not.

Summary:
The working of biometric of various techniques is described with the help of flow chart. It show that minutia method for fingerprint, Edge detection technique for iris and Eigen face for face detection has better and improved result. The next chapter is explained software platform required for implementation of this optimization approach.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
a) Figure-1 show login page of a project

b) When we select the fingerprint and the input is applied to it the following process takes place as show below in fig-2

Fig-2 input to fingerprint
When input fingerprint is given then enhancement process takes place , masking is done, then it find the minutiae extraction if any present in it and finally it filter the false minutiae extraction. Now this extracted and enhanced image is compare with database image and find the similarity between input extracted image and database image. After the comparison is done it display the result whether the input applied fingerprint is match with database image or not.

Fig-3 show that input extracted image and database image are matched and it display authorized access.

Fig-3 Input fingerprint matched
If the extracted and enhanced image is compare with database image and find that there is no similarity between input extracted image and database image.

Fig-4 below show that input extracted image and database image are not matched and it display unauthorized access.
c) When iris is applied in input stage then it compare database image with input image and the processing is done by converting t from rgb to gray color in which only white and black pixel is observed which mark the white and black point. During the comparison it show how much percentage of input iris is matched with database iris image

i) Fig 5 show that input iris is matched with database iris image. So the applied image is known image.

ii) Fig 6 that if less percentage is match between input image and database image and input iris is not matched with database iris then it display the result iris image is not match. Iris input image will match with database image when it show the 85% matching.

d) In this process the train image is selected from train database and now the input image which is to be tested is applied to testing section. Now the test image is compare with all the database training image and the comparison is done considering the distance between two eyes, position of jaws, check bone shape, and width of the nose. Face recognition fig -7 below

Cancellable biometrics

Biometrics which are cancelled are refer to systematically repeatable distortion and intentional of biometric features in order to protect responsive user-specific data. If we compromised with cancellable feature, the same biometrics is mapped to a new pattern and distortion characteristic are also changed.

Cancellable biometrics is one of the major categories for biometric template protection purpose besides biometric cryptosystem. Biometrics is a powerful tool and has been widely used in security system, biometric characteristics are unchallengeable resulting in permanent biometric even when a template is stolen. The biometric which was introduced can be cancelled and withdraw with the help of password and can be unique to every application. Cancelable biometrics want storage of the distinct version of the biometric pattern which provides high confidentiality level by allowing multiple pattern to be connected with the same biometric data.

Four objectives of designing a cancelable biometric scheme are as followed:

- Diversity: No same cancelable features can be used across various applications; therefore a large number of protected templates from same biometric feature is required.
- Reusability/Revocability: Straight forward revocation and reissue in the event of compromise.
- Non-inetivitability: Non-inetivitability of template computation to prevent recovery of original biometric data.
• Performance: The formulation should not deteriorate the recognition performance.

VI. CONCLUSION
Multi-Biometric is more challenging system but it is more secure than unibiometric system. Here we studied three biometric system i.e. face recognition, iris recognition and fingerprint. Multi-biometric system is used in various application. In future we will add one more biometric system to improve the system for making the system more secure. In fingerprint we used minutia matching method. For matching minutia points in fingerprint minutia matching method is being used. In iris the result show that proposed system is capable in order to make iris localization fast and accurately. The result also demonstrated that canny edge detection provides better efficiency and the higher detection rate and also the well suited execution speed. We used Eigen faces for face recognition because it is simple, fast and work well under limited condition. For face recognition we do not require ideal identification but just low error rate. It is better to give small set of likely matches rather than searching large database of faces. We can reduce this dimensionality by using Eigen face approach.
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